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Objective
The objective of the proposed work is to study fundamental and practical aspects of crack formation in electrodeposited thin
films. The aim is to identify and quantify the key parameters of the electrodeposition process affecting the crack formation in thin
films. This study should enable development of an effective strategy generally applicable in practice whenever electrodeposition
process for crack-free films is demanded.
The activities in this period continued towards finding an optimum pulse current deposition method to control and mitigate the
stress state of chromium thin films. The chromium films were deposited from Cr+3-containing electrolytes (EXDBA 1411 Bath
with pH = 5) using different pulse current functions, and their stress state was compared to the ones deposited by the DC
method. In addition to these activities, in this report we show additional data for our study of palladium stress evolution during
the electrodeposition process and strategies to mitigate its magnitude using a lead UPD monolayer serving as a surfactant and
suppressor of the hydrogen evolution reaction.
Experimental approach and results
Chromium pulse deposition
As discussed in previous reports, crack formation in chromium films deposited from Cr+3 electrolytes has a post-deposition origin.
During chromium thin film growth, the films develop a compressive stress as result of chromium hydride formation and chromium
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hydroxide incorporation. On termination of the deposition, Cr-hydrides start to decompose and excessive hydrogen gas is
liberated into the surrounding Cr-matrix. This decomposition is source of tensile relaxation of the chromium film stresses and is a
reason for the formation of cracks at the stress concentration points which originate from the accumulated hydrogen gas in the
matrix. Accordingly, although compressive stress during the chromium film growth is not directly responsible for the crack
formation, the extent of compression during growth is an indicator of the amount of trapped hydride in the deposit and
consequently an indicator of the susceptibility of the film to crack during tensile relaxation.
A practical way to reduce the content of hydride during chromium film growth is to utilize pulse deposition, or in other words, to
periodically allow an interruption stage during the growth and thus provide a step in the deposition process in which Cr-hydride
can decompose and release hydrogen from the film. Thus, the expected outcome is to produce a relaxation in the film after each
short period of intermittent growth within the pulse current cycle. In the last report, we showed that employing pulse functions
reduces the compression and, with a sufficiently long "off" period, leads to a net tensile stress state in the deposit. This is
characteristic of films deposited from a Cr+6 electrolyte. The focus of this report is to find pulse function parameters at which
there are effective hydride decomposition/removals in each cycle. For this purpose, we studied the relaxation behavior of films
with various thicknesses (deposition times) in solutions immediately after the deposition process.
Figure 1(a) shows data from stress relaxation studies as force per unit width (F/w) of DC-deposited chromium films at various
deposition times. These films were deposited at a current density of 350 mA/cm2 on a fresh stress-free cantilever to assure that
the observed stress transients are only induced by the conditions related to the metallurgical and mechanical states of the
deposited chromium film.
As expected, a longer deposition time results in more tensile relaxation, due to the larger total amount of trapped hydride in the
film. Immediately after deposition, all films exhibit sharp tensile relaxation. This initial high rate of relaxation suggests a high rate
of hydride decomposition immediately after deposition, when the driving force for hydride formation is lifted. This stage of
relaxation can be related to an immediate decomposition of unstable chromium hydride with high content of hydrogen (CrHX , X >
1).
After the initial stage of the hydride decomposition, films relaxation slows down and the F/w transient decays more slowly. The
slower relaxation rate during this second stage can be related to the decomposition of more stable chromium hydride with lower
hydrogen content (CrHX , X < 0.9). This kind of relaxation behavior is characteristic of all deposited films and is independent of
the film thickness.
In this experiment, we considered films which were in a steady stress state once the F/w rates slowed to 10-4 N/m.sec. Once the
films reached the defined rate, their stress state did not significantly change over a period of hours.
To obtain the objective estimate of elapsed time needed to reach the steady state, each relaxation transient was fitted to an
exponential decay model and then, the first derivative of the fit was used to calculate the moment when the relaxation rate drops
below d(F/w)/dt < 10-4 N/m.sec. As an example, Fig. 1(b) displays the stress transient fit and the derivative of the fit for
chromium film relaxation after 300 sec of deposition. Stages with fast and slow relaxation rates are indicated in Fig. 1(b) using
the criterion d(F/w)/dt < 10-4 N/m.sec.
Figure 1(c) summarizes the time needed to reach F/w transients steady state for films with various deposition times. The plot
shows a linear increase as a function of the chromium film deposition time. This graph emphasizes the fact that, for longer
deposition times, the absolute amount of trapped hydride in the film is larger, and as a result of this, more time is needed for
hydride decomposition. Figure 1(c) also suggests that to reach steady state, a relaxation time 27 times longer than the plating
time for a particular chromium thin film sample is required. In other words, hydride decomposition, as the major phenomenon
controlling the tensile relaxation, takes much longer than the time necessary for its formation during the deposition stage.
However, a design of pulse functions with such long "off" times (small duty cycle) may have no significance in electrodeposition
practice. Therefore, there is a need for more practical duty cycles in which a substantial amount of hydride would be
decomposed and having some reasonable value of duty cycle for actual electrodeposition.
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Figure 1(d) is a normalized F/w change rate transient of chromium films deposited with various "on" times. The X axis in the
graph represents the relaxation time, which is equal to a multiple of the "on" time (toff = X•ton). For example, X = 5 for ton = 30 and
60 sec corresponds to 150 and 300 sec of toff, respectively. The Y axis is the normalized value of F/w, which shows the
percentile change with respect to the value of the F/w for a particular film for which the steady state was reached.
This presentation allows different runs to be compared for a particular pulse function (an example is shown in the Figure 1(c)).
The graph of Fig. 1(d) indicates that the rate of change of F/w for chromium films deposited with various ton values all show the
same behavior and approach the steady state at X > 25 sec. The transition region between the fast and slow F/w change rate
regimes is highlighted in the graph. It lies around 5X for all films and is independent of the chromium film thickness. Therefore,
X = 3 and X = 7 reside in the fast and slow F/w change rate regime, respectively. Accordingly, pulses with Xs "on" and 3/5/7 Xs
"off" (corresponding to % duty cycles of 25/16/12.5) were chosen for further study.

Figure 1 - F/w transients during the relaxation stage for chromium films DC-deposited for different lengths of time: (a) relaxation transient of the
films; (b) an example of an F/w transient, the exponential decay fit, and the rate F/w for the film with 300 sec deposition time; (c) the F/w of the
films at steady state and (d) the F/w rate transient of the chromium films deposited using different duty cycles (ton/toff).

The 30-nm films were deposited using these pulse functions to compare the stress state of such deposits. The small thickness
was chosen to minimize the contribution of the grain boundary (GB) zipping phenomenon to the state of the stress in thin films.
At low thicknesses, grain boundary zipping is not an effective contributor to the stress state of the film. Key contributors to the
film stress state are chromium hydride incorporation during the "on" time and the tensile relaxation from hydride decomposition
during the "off" time.** By growing thicker films, grains in the film start to merge and grain boundary zipping can become a

**Here

the effect of Laplacian pressure on small grains, at early stage of film growth, is neglected.
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dominant factor in the net stress of the films.*** This transition is reflected in Fig. 2, where deposition with a (2 - 6) sec (on-off)
pulse function (X-3X or 25% duty cycle) is shown. The first few pulses result in compression (inset of Fig. 2) but over an
extended deposition time (thickness), the film develops a tensile stress as a result of grain growth and subsequent grain
boundary zipping.

Figure 2 - Stress (F/w) evolution of a film deposited with a duty
cycle of 25%: (2 - 6) sec (on-off) pulse. The film exhibits overall
tensile stress over time. However, the graph inset shows compressive stress at the early stage of deposition where grain
boundary zipping is not effective.

Figure 3 - Stress state of 30-nm films deposited with various pulse
functions with duty cycles of 25, 16 and 12.5%.

Figure 3 shows the stress state of 30-nm films deposited through various pulse functions with relaxation time being toff =
X•ton where X = 3/5/7. At the early stage of deposition with a duty cycle of 25% (X = 3), the growth stress of the films is
negative for all pulses (ton). This behavior is rooted in the fact that toff = 3•ton relaxation time lies in the rapid F/w relaxation
rate region (Fig. 1). In other words, a significant amount of trapped hydrides has no opportunity to decompose from the film with
such a duty cycle and the net stress state of the film remains compressive. Increasing toff in the pulse function where X = 5
(decreasing the duty cycle to 16%), allows for more hydride removal and therefore leads to reduced compression in the films. In
this way, some chromium films show tensile stress for ton ≥ 0.5 sec. As expected, films deposited with toff = 7•ton (12.5% duty
cycle) have shown the highest value of positive stress. They all show tensile stress except for the films produced with ton =0.1.
These results are in agreement with the data in Fig. 1, in which X = 7 is in the region of the F/w relaxation rate where stress
values are approaching a steady state.†
Potential transients during short current pulses can explain the lower tensile stress in films that are deposited with short ton (ton =
0.1 sec and 0.5 sec). Figure 4 shows the potential transient during deposition (Fig. 4(a)) and relaxation (Fig. 4(b)) of pulses with
50% duty cycle. The data suggest that the effective deposition potential and relaxation potential are reached only for "on" and
"off" times longer than 1 sec - in other words, when the chromium films reach a steady state value of the potential. Therefore,
the efficient deposition or decomposition of hydride require a suitable electrode potential. This condition for short cycles particularly less than 1 sec - is not satisfied; for relaxation, the pulses of less than 1 sec do not provide enough time to reach the
steady rest potential.
For deposition, the "on" time should be designed in such a way that the majority of the current contributes to Faradaic reaction
and not to charging the interfacial double layer. From Fig. 4(a), at least 1 sec is needed to charge the double layer and to reach
the steady deposition potential (about -2.2 VAg/AgCl). Therefore, an effective "on" time is one larger than 1 sec.
In thick films, competition between the tensile stress from grain boundary zipping and compression from hydride incorporation decide the net
stress of the film.
† As an example, in the case of a 300-sec deposition, 85% of the total tensile relaxation occurred by 2100 sec (7X).
***
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Figure 4 - Potential transients in (a) deposition and (b) relaxation of various pulses with a 50% duty cycle.

Figure 5 shows the EQCM data for the deposition efficiency of chromium films deposited with a duty cycle of 50% and various
pulse lengths. This graph indicates that deposition efficiency drops to below 60% for pulses of 0.1 sec in length (ton = 0.1 sec),
where a significant portion of the current corresponds to charging of the double layer (non-Faradaic current).

Figure 5 - Deposition efficiency of various pulse lengths with a 50% duty
cycle.

Considering Figs. 4 and 5, a lower tensile stress for pulse
lengths of ton = 0.1 sec and 0.5 sec can be explained as a
consequence of an inefficient deposition / relaxation
process. The significance of this data is that it shows that
there is a lower limit for designing the deposition and
relaxation times. Pulse current lengths and relaxation
time (ton and toff) should be designed to satisfy the kinetics
of the chromium deposition and hydride decomposition,
i.e., a necessary time for the electrode to acquire the
steady state potential. The data show an effective
strategy for pulse current design which leads to
successful hydride decomposition / removal from
chromium films. Although the relaxation time, toff, for
complete removal of the hydride exceeds 25•ton, the data
suggest that chromium films are mostly hydride-free after
toff = 7•ton. Both the stress state of film deposited with
various ton and potential transients indicate that there is a
lower limit for deposition and relaxation time below which
the film does not reach the potential for effective
chromium deposition and hydride decomposition.

Palladium deposition and stress control
As discussed in the previous report (R-118 9-10), palladium films, during deposition from acidic solutions, develop a huge
compressive stress due to the formation of palladium hydride. It has been shown that the use of 0.001M Pb+2 can suppress the
hydrogen evolution reaction and significantly mediate the compressive stress in palladium films. The idea behind using solutions
containing lead ions is in the formation of an underpotential deposited (UPD) monolayer of lead which floats on top of the
growing palladium film and suppresses hydrogen evolution. However, an unreported phenomenon of Pb-Pd codeposition at
potentials more positive than the reversible potential of lead has been observed. This phenomenon results in considerable lead
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content in the deposited palladium films. In this report, a solution with a higher lead ion content was studied to see its effect on
the stress state and the composition of the palladium films.
Solution #3: 10-3M Pd+2 + 10-3M H+ + 0.1M Pb+2
Figure 6 shows the F/w transients of the palladium film for multi-step deposition from solution #3 with 0.1M Pb+2 content. As
expected, as with Solution #2 with 0.001M Pb+2, which is
discussed in the previous report, the addition of 0.1M
Pb+2 to the depositing solution significantly reduced the
compression at potentials below -0.2 V. However, unlike
Solution #2, in Solution #3, the palladium film develops
tensile stress at potentials below -0.36 V, where lead
overpotential deposition (OPD) is the dominant reaction.
This means that the tensile stress is caused by the growth
and zipping of Pb-rich grains in the film. Massive lead
OPD at potentials below -0.36 V is reflected in Fig. 7(a)
which compares the current data of Solution #2 with
Solution #3.
The dramatic increase of current below -0.4 V for Solution
#3 can be related to the onset of the bulk deposition of
lead. However, this current increase is not substantial for
Solution #2 where the calculated reversible potential of
lead and the ratio of Pb:H:Pd were -0.42 V and 1:1:1,
respectively.

Figure 6 - F/w data of multi-step potentiostatic deposition for Solution #3
containing 0.1M Pb+2.

Figure 7 - (a) Comparison between current transients of Solutions #2 and #3; (b) deposition rate of films deposited at various potentials and
comparison to the values of the associated current signal. A significant increase in current and deposition rate occurs in the lead OPD case for
Solution #3.

Employing an electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM) to measure the rate of deposition at various potentials (Fig.
7(b)) confirmed that the current change is caused by lead deposition and not hydrogen evolution. This is evident if one considers
a huge increase of deposition rate (mass change rate) at potentials below -0.36 V.
More detailed study of the stress-state of the films at various deposition conditions is shown in Fig. 8. Figures 8(a) and (b) show
that, starting from positive potentials, the palladium films first develop a tensile stress and then show a slight compressive
relaxation at more negative potentials (-0.1 to -0.3 V) at the later stage of the deposition. The trend until -0.3 V is the same as
with the other solutions. However, at potentials more negative than -0.4 V, palladium films show a surprising tensile relaxation.
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We suspect that this behavior originates from concurrent lead OPD, which is the dominant reaction on the surface because of
the much higher lead concentration versus that for palladium ions. By going more negative in potential, the film shows
compressive relaxation again. Figure 8(c) compares the two sets of experiments. Although the sets have a different deposition
times, they demonstrate the same trend. Comparison of stress evolution versus deposition potentials for all three solutions is
plotted in Fig. 8(d). Palladium films obtained from Solution #1 with no Pb+2 show a huge compression as the deposition potential
enters the hydrogen evolution regime. The presence of 0.001M Pb+2 in Solution #2 significantly decreases the compression and
the deposited films just show slight compression at potential below -0.4 V. For Solution #3 with a higher concentration of Pb+2,
the palladium films do not experience net compression at any of the applied potentials.
The data in Fig. 8 indicate that the presence of 0.1M Pb+2 significantly changes the stress state of the palladium films. However,
as seen in the case of Solution #2, codeposition of lead and palladium in the underpotential region of lead also occurs for
Solution #3.

Figure 8 - Stress state of films deposited with various potentials from Solution #3. F/w transients of the films deposited with potentials in the
range of (a) +0.5 to 0 V and (b) 0 to -0.5 V; (c) comparison of final values of F/w for two sets of measurements with 150 and 300 sec of
deposition time; (d) comparison of the F/w values as a function of deposition potentials for Solutions #1, #2 and #3.

The composition of palladium films obtained with solutions containing lead ions is presented in Fig. 9. Solution #2, with 0.001M
Pb+2, shows a sudden increase in the lead content of the film at potentials below -0.3 V. This jump in the lead atomic
concentration in the films deposited from Solution #3 (0.1M Pb+2) is shifted to a more positive potential. This shift is rooted in the
+60-mV shift of the reversible potential for the bulk deposition of lead based on the Nernst equation. Aside from the shift, there is
no significant change in the composition of the film at potentials more positive than -0.2 V, which is in the underpotential region of
lead. This result suggests that the codeposition of lead at such potentials is potential dependent and is less influenced by the
concentration of the Pb+2. More analysis and modeling of the underpotential codeposition process of lead and palladium is
necessary to gain a full understanding for composition control in this system.
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Conclusion
In this reporting period, we have shown the effective
approach to determine a practical parameters of the
pulse current deposition process which leads to
chromium thin film deposition with minimum amount
of hydride phase, i.e., minimum tensile relaxation.
The conclusions are based on combined in situ
stress measurements and potential transients. They
indicate the effective design of the length for the
pulse current stage and the design of the length for
the current-off stage. It still remains to be verified if
the conclusions based on the stress state of
chromium films are compatible with their improved
mechanical properties and functionality. These
measurements are in planning as collaborative work
with Dr. Hall of Faraday Technology.

Figure 9 - Comparison of atomic% of lead in the film deposited from Solutions
#2 and #3.

We have also shown that a lead UPD monolayer
growing on the palladium surface can be used as hydrogen evolution suppressor and thus a stress control agent. Yet, the
unexpected Pb-Pd underpotential co-deposition phenomenon we have discovered shows the limitation of this approach when the
purity of palladium films is considered. An optimum lead ion concentration in the palladium solution that leads to minimum
amount of lead incorporation in the palladium films and a palladium films with relatively low level of stress still remain to be found.
These data will be reported in the next cycle.
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